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Abstract 

This paper extends the long-run growth model of Esfahani et al. (2009) to a labor exporting 
country that receives large inflows of external income -- the sum of remittances, FDI and 
general government transfers -- from major oil exporting economies. The theoretical model 
predicts real oil prices to be one of the main long-run drivers of real output. Using quarterly 
data between 1979 and 2009 on core macroeconomic variables for Jordan and a number of 
key foreign variables, we identify two long-run relationships: an output equation as predicted 
by theory and an equation linking foreign and domestic inflation rates. It is shown that real 
output in the long run is shaped by (i) oil prices through their impact on external income and 
in turn on capital accumulation, and (ii) technological transfers through foreign output. The 
empirical analysis of the paper confirms the hypothesis that a large share of Jordan's output 
volatility can be associated with fluctuations in net income received from abroad. External 
factors, however, cannot be relied upon to provide similar growth stimuli in the future, and 
therefore it will be important to diversify the sources of growth in order to achieve a high and 
sustained level of income. 

JEL Classification: C32, C53, E17, F43, F47, Q32. 

Keywords: Growth models, long-run relations, Jordanian economy, remittances, FDI, oil 
price shocks, foreign output and inflation shocks, and error correcting relations. 

 
 
 

 ملخص
 
ى ) 2009. (نموذج النمو على المدى الطویل من اصفھاني وآخرونعلى  ھذه الورقة بنيت ي تتلق ة الت د العامل درة للی ة المص ى دول إل

ة  ي المباشر وتحویلات الحكومة العامة مجموع التح -تدفقات كبیرة من الإیرادات الخارجی تثمار الأجنب ة، والاس من  -ویلات المالی

ى . المصدرة الرئیسیةالاقتصادات النفطیة  یة عل دوافع الرئیس النموذج النظري یتوقع ارتفاع أسعار النفط الحقیقیة لیكون واحدا من ال

على المتغیرات الاقتصادیة الكلیة الأساسیة  2009و  1979امي باستخدام بیانات ربع سنویة بین ع. المدى الطویل من الناتج الحقیقي

ین نفي الأردن وعدد من المتغیرات الخارجیة الرئیسیة،  ن تعرف على اثن اتم ى المدى الطویل العلاق ا : عل اج كم ة الانت أ تمعادل تنب

في المدى البعید من ارتفاع أسعار النفط  یتشكللحقیقي الناتج ایتبین أن . نظریة ومعادلة تربط بین معدلات التضخم المحلیة والأجنبیةال

راكم رأس المال، و ) ولاا( ي ت دوره ف ة، وب ا(من خلال تأثیرھا على الإیرادات الخارجی اج  من )ثانی ا من خلال الانت ل التكنولوجی نق

اتج  نھورقة یؤكد فرضیة اال ىفالتحلیل التجریبي .  الأجنبي ب الن رة من التقل ى یمكن ان ترتبط حصة كبی ي الاف ات ف ردن مع التقلب

ارج واردة من الخ دخل ال ع ذلك. صافي ال ان ،وم ل الخارجیة ف ي  العوام ة ف و مماثل وفیر محفزات نم ي ت ا ف اد علیھ ن الاعتم لا یمك

 .تنویع مصادر النمو من أجل تحقیق مستوى عال ومستدام للدخلالمستقبل، وبالتالي سیكون من المھم 
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1. Introduction 
This paper generalizes the modeling framework of Esfahani et al. (2009) to an oil-importing 
but labor-exporting small open economy which receives large inflows of external income 
(remittances, grants, and foreign direct investment) from oil-rich countries, and examines the 
importance of external income shocks (mainly arising from oil price disturbances) in the 
growth dynamics of the country. We derive a long-run output relation under the assumption 
that the external income to GDP ratio of the labor-exporting country is expected to remain 
high over a prolonged period. The empirical validity of this relationship for the Jordanian 
economy is examined within a cointegrating vector autoregressive model featuring 
exogenous variables (VARX* model). The resultant model consists of a set of endogenous 
variables, including real GDP, consumer price index (CPI) inflation, real exchange rate, and 
the differential between the foreign interest rate and the Central Bank of Jordan rediscount 
(policy) rate. It also incorporates a number of key foreign variables, namely the rest of the 
worlds' output, inflation, and interest rate. These foreign variables are constructed as 
weighted averages of the corresponding variables in thirty-three major trading partners of 
Jordan, with the weights being the relative size of their trades with Jordan (exports plus 
imports). 

A number of models have been estimated for the Jordanian economy in the past, such as 
International Monetary Fund (1998),  Maziad (2009), and Beidas-Strom and Poghosyan 
(2011) among others, though most of these models do not have a coherent global dimension 
and interdependencies between the domestic and foreign variables are not explicitly 
modelled. Jordan as a small open economy with close trade/financial linkages with the rest of 
the world is expected to be strongly influenced by developments in the world economy, such 
as by changes in the foreign interest rates, international oil price movements, and global 
economic growth. Monetary policy positions taken by other countries are also likely to affect 
Jordan's macroeconomy, given its fixed exchange rate regime and open capital account. 
However, little is known or has been previously done regarding the significance of these 
factors in shaping Jordan's macroeconomic growth. We therefore develop a framework that 
features: 1) a theory derived long-run output equation that recognizes the importance of oil 
price movements (and so external income) for long-run growth; 2) a careful and 
parsimonious approach to incorporating foreign variables into the macroeconomic equations 
in Jordan; 3) joint modeling/estimation of the model variables so that we account for the 
simultaneity problem; 4) use of quarterly data; and 5) a bootstrap non-parametric method that 
addresses the problem of small sample data as the model has only 121 observations. This 
method is later applied to test the number of cointegrating relations and the significance of 
LR statistics of the over-identifying restrictions, as well as to obtain confidence intervals for 
the impulse responses. 

We estimate the VARX* model subject to exact and over-identifying restrictions using 
quarterly data over the period 1979Q2 to 2009Q4. As shown in Pesaran and Smith (2006), 
the VARX* model can be derived as the solution to a small open economy Dynamic 
Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) model. Therefore, it is possible in principle to 
impose short- and long-run DSGE-type restrictions on the model, though in this paper we 
shall focus on the long-run relations and leave the short-run parameters unrestricted. We 
incorporate those key relations from economic theory that can be expected to have an 
important effect on the Jordanian economy. One of these long-run restrictions is the 
augmented output equation, which postulates a relationship between domestic output, foreign 
GDP, the real exchange rate, and external income. Another is the inflation differential 
equation, which establishes a long-run relation between domestic and foreign inflations. We 
make use of the generalized impulse response functions to analyze the dynamic properties of 
the model following a shock to exogenous variables (oil prices, foreign inflation, and the 
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output of Jordan's trading partners). We also examine, through persistence profiles, the speed 
of adjustment to the long-run relations following a system-wide shock. 
The empirical results indicate that the augmented output equation and the relation involving 
the co-movements of domestic and foreign inflations are not rejected within the model. The 
latter supports the purchasing power parity (PPP) relationship while the former shows that 
external income (here defined as the sum of remittances, grants, and FDI) contributes to real 
output in the long run through the accumulation of capital. Once the effects of external 
income are taken into account, the estimates support output convergence between Jordan and 
the rest of the world. Furthermore, it is not possible to reject the hypothesis that there are no 
linear trends in the cointegrating relations. We also show that these two long-run relations 
have well-behaved persistence profiles in which the effects of system-wide shocks are 
transitory and die out eventually. Finally, we provide evidence for the importance of oil price 
shocks for the Jordanian economy in our impulse response analysis. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the theory-based long-run 
restrictions that can be tested within the Jordanian VARX* model. Section 3 introduces the 
data, and discusses the main macroeconomic trends in Jordan during the period 1979-2009. 
Section 4 sets out the vector error correction (VECX*) model that nests the long-run 
restrictions. The theory-driven long-run relationships are tested within the model and 
imposed when acceptable in Section 5. The short-run dynamics are discussed in Section 6 
where we provide evidence on the speed of convergence to equilibrium, impulse responses, 
and error correction estimates. Finally, Section 7 concludes and offers some policy 
recommendations. 

2. The Theoretical Model 
This section modifies the long-run output equation derived in Esfahani et al. (2009) -- for oil-
exporting countries such as Iran, Norway and Saudi Arabia -- to also apply to countries that 
export labour to oil-abundant economies and in turn receive large inflows of remittances, FDI 
and/or grants. We argue that oil price booms have two opposite effects on the GDP of the 
latter economies. The direct negative effect is through the increase in the import bill due to 
higher oil prices, while the indirect positive effect is as a result of larger inflows of external 
income. The latter effect might dominate the former if the ratio of external income to GDP 
remains relatively stable (or increases) over time. Therefore, oil prices might be one of the 
main long-run drivers of real output for countries such as Jordan which experiences large 
inflows of external income. Empirical evidence for this idea is provided in Section 5. 
2.1  Long Run Output Equation 
Figure 1 shows the share of external income in GDP together with the ratio of remittances to 
income for the Jordanian economy. We refer to external income, tX , as the sum of general 
government transfers, workers' remittances, and foreign direct investment (FDI). As can be 
seen from this figure, both remittances and external income account for a significant share of 
Jordan's output. Given that the majority of Jordanian migrant workers reside in the 
neighboring Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries and that most of the official 
government transfers (grants) are received either from Saudi Arabia or the United States, any 
economic/political developments in the oil-exporting states of the region would significantly 
affect the flow of external income to Jordan. 

Higher oil prices,1 oil
tP , in particular have a direct negative impact and an indirect positive 

effect on the Jordanian economy. While an increase in oil prices initially implies higher 
import costs for Jordan, it also reflects the boom in oil-exporting economies and as such 

                                                        
1All variables are in nominal terms unless specified otherwise. 
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higher external income flows into Jordan. Therefore, even though the country is an oil 
importer, as long as tX  from the oil-exporting economies are maintained, we expect higher 
oil prices to have a long-run positive growth effect on the Jordanian economy. That is, the 
direct negative effect of oil price booms is dominated by the indirect positive impact; see also 
International Monetary Fund (2010c). 

Figure 2 shows the relationship between log external income, tx , and log oil prices, oil
tp . It is 

clear that both variables share the same trend over the long run, with some important short-
run deviations. Estimating a cointegrating VAR(2) model for external income and oil prices, 
the cointegration rank test statistics in Table 0 suggest that there is a long-run relation 
between tx  and 

oil
tp .2 It is also interesting that the co-trending restriction, which imposes a 

coefficient of zero on the trend component of the long-run relationship between the two 
variables, is not rejected and the hypothesis that the long-run elasticity of external income to 
oil prices is unity cannot be rejected either, and as a result: tx

oil
tt px ,=  , where (0), Itx : . 

Therefore, oil prices represent an excellent proxy for external income in the Jordanian 
economy. 
The persistence of the external income flows to Jordan from the GCC countries and other oil 
exporters partly depends on the ability of the latter group to keep producing oil in the long 
run, as well as on the stability of oil revenues to GDP ratios in these economies over a 
prolonged period. For major oil exporting countries, of which many started oil extraction and 
exports in the beginning of the 20thcentury, the reserve-to-extraction ratio indicates that they 
are capable of producing for many more decades even in the absence of new oil field 
discoveries or major advances in oil exploration and extraction technologies. 

However, while it is clear that the oil and gas reserves will be exhausted eventually, this is 
likely to take place over a relatively long period. Figure 3 shows that most OPEC 
(Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries) members such as Algeria, Iran, Kuwait, 
Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, and Venezuela, and a few countries outside 
OPEC such as Norway and Russia, have similar oil income to GDP ratios that have remained 
relatively stable (and in some cases have even been rising as in Norway). Therefore, there is 
little evidence to suggest that oil income will be diminishing any time soon in these 
economies.3 As a result, external income flows to Jordan are not likely to go away any time 
soon either, and so the effects of tx  on long-run output and economic growth will continue to 
be substantial and should be explicitly modelled. 
To this end, we augment the output gap equation derived in Esfahani et al. (2009), to include 
oil prices as opposed to oil export revenues. The justification for our modelling strategy of 
using oil prices rather than external income as one of the main long-run drivers of real output 
for Jordan is given in the discussion above, where we established that the price of oil is an 
excellent proxy for external income. The above results also showed that from a long run 
perspective, only one of the two variables ( tx  or oil

tp ) need to be included in the 
cointegrating model. Our decision to include oil prices rather than external income is further 
justified on the ground that oil

tp  is likely to be exogenous to the Jordanian economy whilst 
the same cannot be said of tx . Furthermore, the inclusion of oil

tp  will give us the net effect of 
higher oil prices on the equilibrium output level, while the inclusion of tx  will only show the 
positive indirect impact of higher oil prices on GDP and not the direct negative effects. For 
                                                        
2All estimations and test results in this paper are obtained using Microfit 5.0. For further technical details see Pesaran (2009), 
Section 22.10. 
3See Esfahani et al. (2009) for an extensive discussion. 
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now, we make use of the price of oil, but in Section 5.3.2 we will investigate how the 
equilibrium relationship changes if external income is included in the model instead. 
The modified output gap equation for Jordan is then given by: 

,)(= ,321 tyyy
oil
ttttt tcppeyy         (1) 

where ty  ( 
ty ) is the logarithm of real domestic (foreign) output, te  is the log of the nominal 

exchange rate, tp  is the logarithm of the domestic Consumer Price Index (CPI), oil
tp  is the 

log of nominal oil prices, yc  is a fixed constant, and ty,  is a mean zero stationary process, 
which represents the error correction term of the long-run output equation. As discussed in 
Section 2.1 in Esfahani et al. (2009), the coefficient of the variables in equation (1) have 
further restrictions imposed on them based on economic theory, namely:  

),)((1=and,==),(1= 3221
 nny      (2) 

where   is the share of capital in output, n  ( n ) is the domestic (foreign) population growth 
rate, and   measures the extent to which foreign technology is diffused and adapted 
successfully by the domestic economy in the long run. The diffusion of technology is at par 
with the rest of the world if 1= , whilst a value of   below unity suggests inefficiency that 
prevents the adoption of best practice techniques, possibly due to rent-seeking activities. 
When 1> , steady state per capita output growth in Jordan can only exceed that of its 
trading partners if external income per capita is rising faster than the steady state per capita 
output in the rest of the world. However, if 1< , the steady state output growth in Jordan 
would be lower than the rest of the world's per capita output growth. 

2.2  Other Long Run Relations 
In addition to the output equation, we also consider the relationship between domestic 

( 1=  ttt pp ) and foreign ( 


  1= ttt pp ) inflation rates: 

,= ,1 ttt tc             (3) 

where c  is a fixed constant and t,  is the stationary error correcting term for the 
relationship between domestic and foreign inflation. This is in fact one of the long-run 
relationships in a canonical New Keynesian Model; see Pesaran and Smith (2006) for more 
details. In addition, equation (3) can also be derived from the Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) 
equation. To see this, note that if PPP holds we have: 

,= ,tpppttt tcepp            (4) 

where pc  is a fixed constant and tp,  is the stationary error correcting term for the PPP 
relationship, but given a fixed exchange rate regime (which Jordan has maintained for several 
years), taking the difference of equation (4) yields (3). 
A number of other long-run relations are also considered in the literature, namely the money 
demand function, the uncovered interest parity condition and the Fisher equation; see Garratt 
et al. (2006) for further details. However, considering that Jordan has maintained a peg with 
the U.S. dollar since 1995 as well as an open capital account, the domestic interest rate and 
the real money balance, as instruments for monetary policy, are exogenously determined and 
therefore we do not consider those long-run relationships here. 
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Our modelling strategy closely follows Esfahani et al. (2009) and Garratt at al. (2003) in 
estimating a cointegrating VARX* model with tt y(=x , t , tt pe  , '

tt rr )  as the 
endogenous variables, and 

tt y(=x , 
t

'oil
tp )  as the exogenous variables. It is also possible 

to extend the model to include other macro variables such as consumption and investment, 
but given the long run focus of our analysis, the inclusion of these variables are unlikely to 
alter the cointegrating relationship that we estimate between real output and external income. 
Before giving the details of the econometric model in Section 4, we first discuss the data and 
the main economic trends of the Jordanian economy over the period 1979Q1--2009Q4. 

2.3  Application to Other Countries 
The modified output gap equation suggested in this paper for Jordan is also applicable to 
other countries that export labour to major oil-abundant economies and in return receive large 
grants and/or remittances. That is, as long as the ratio of external income to GDP is expected 
to be relatively stable or increasing over time, oil price changes are expected to have a long-
run effect on output growth of these economies. 

The external income to GDP ratio of nine labour-exporting countries, with large inflows of 
remittances from oil producing economies, is shown in Figure 3. It is clear that this ratio has 
substantially increased over time for almost all of these countries. Therefore, the theory-
derived output gap equation (1) could also be tested using macro data from these countries. 
We will concentrate on Jordan in the remainder of this paper, but a future paper will 
investigate the role of oil in these other remittance-dependant economies. 

3. Data 
3.1  Construction of Macro Variables 
Our dataset contains quarterly observations on Jordan and another 33 countries, from the first 
quarter of 1979 to the fourth quarter of 2009. The domestic variables included are log real 
output, ty , log short-term interest rates, tr , log price level, tp , the rate of inflation, 

1=  ttt pp , log nominal exchange rate, te , and log external income, tx . Specifically, 

/100),(1ln0.25=),(ln= tttt RrGDPy   

 ,ln=),(ln=),(ln= tttttt XxCPIpEe      (5) 

where tGDP  is the real Gross Domestic Product, tR  is the short-term interest rate, tE  is the 
number of domestic currency (dinars) per one US dollar exchanged on free markets, tCPI  is 
the consumer price index, and tX  is the external income calculated as the sum of general 
government transfers, workers' remittances, and foreign direct investment (FDI). 
Quarterly data on GDP is available from International Monetary Fund (2010e) since 1992Q1, 
while annual data is available from 1959. We seasonally adjust the quarterly observations 
using the U.S. Census Bureau's X-12 ARIMA seasonal adjustment program.4 Quarterly series 
between 1979Q1 and 1991Q4 are then interpolated (backwards) linearly from the annual 
series using the same method as that applied by Dees et al. (2007). We obtain quarterly 
observations on the nominal exchange rate and CPI from International Monetary Fund 
(2010d) and the end of period discount rate from International Monetary Fund (2010e). CPI 
data is then seasonally adjusted using  X-12 ARIMA. Finally, external income is constructed 
using data from International Monetary Fund (2010a). 

                                                        
4For further information see U.S. Census Bureau (2007): X-12-ARIMA Reference Manual at 
http://www.census.gov/srd/www/x12a/ 
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The four exogenous variables in the model are foreign output, 
ty , foreign price level, 

tp , 
foreign short-term interest rates, 

tr , and oil prices,  oil
t

oil
t Pp ln= , where oil

tP  is the nominal 
price of oil per barrel in US dollars. The foreign variables were computed as the trade 
weighted averages of the corresponding domestic variables ( ,jty jtr , jtp ) of Jordan's trading 
partners: 

,=,=,= 1=1=1= jtj
N
jtjtj

N
jtjtj

N
jt pprryy    

where 33=N , Nj 1,2...,= , and  

,=
200820072006

,2008,2007,2006

TTT
TTT jjj

j 


         (6) 

where jtT  is the bilateral trade of Jordan with country j  during a given year t  and is calculated 

as the average of exports and imports of Jordan with that country, and jt
N

jt TT  1=
= , for 

20082006,2007,=t . The trade weights are computed based on data from International 
Monetary Fund (2010b) and data on the foreign variables are obtained from  Smith and 
Galesi (2010). The 33 countries included in these weighted averages are: Argentina, 
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Chile, Finland, France, Germany, India, 
Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, New Zealand, Peru, 
Philippines, South Africa, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, 
Turkey, United Kingdom, and United States. These countries were chosen as we wish to later 
link the Jordanian model specified here to the Global VAR (GVAR) framework initially 
developed in Pesaran (2004). 
Based on these weights, the most important trading partner of Jordan is Saudi Arabia, which 
accounts for 26 percent of its total trade. A further 19 percent of Jordanian trade originates in 
or is destined to the eight euro area economies in our dataset, with Germany (7 percent) being 
Jordan's most important trading partner in Europe. Other important trade partners are the 
United States, China, and India, accounting for 14, 11, and 8 percent of total Jordanian trade, 
respectively. 
3.2  Macroeconomic Trends in Jordan 1979--2009 
In recent decades, Jordan has undergone a transformation from an inward-oriented, mostly 
state-controlled economy, to an export-oriented country led by a dynamic private sector. The 
macroeconomic situation in Jordan is closely tied to those of other countries in the Middle 
East. Remittances from Jordanians working in other countries, especially in the Persian Gulf 
states, are an important source of national income (equivalent to 15--20 percent of GDP, see 
Figure 1); the Persian Gulf region is the primary destination for Jordanian exports, and in 
turn, supplies most of its energy requirements; and the country receives substantial grants and 
foreign direct investments (FDI) from other states in the region. 
These inflows of external income (remittances, grants and FDI) explain the shifting trends 
apparent in Jordan's recent economic history (see Figure 5). During the first half of the 1980s, 
Jordan experienced favorable macroeconomic conditions aided by foreign grants and the 
regional economic boom associated with high oil prices. The public sector expanded with 
government investment being financed to a large extent by grants and loans from oil-
exporting countries in the region. Private investment and income levels also increased due to 
higher workers' remittances. However, given the incentive structure and price signals, much 
of the private investment was directed to housing construction and mineral-based processing 
sectors, while export-oriented manufacturing activities were slow to develop. 
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During the second half of the 1980s, as the flow of external income started to decline in the 
aftermath of the oil price collapse, Jordan's underlying imbalances came to the fore. The 
country responded to these developments initially by resorting to external and domestic 
commercial bank borrowing to finance unsustainable levels of aggregate demand and 
increasingly large budget deficits. As a result of an easing of the credit stance and a large 
devaluation, inflation started picking up and reached its highest values by the end of the 
1980s (Figure 5f). Moreover, with the slowdown in economic activity in Jordan (and high 
interest rates in world markets), the debt burden reached unsustainable proportions, and 
Jordan's vulnerability was exacerbated. By that time, the external debt exceeded annual GDP 
by nearly twofold, official foreign exchange reserves had declined below one month of 
imports, and a major balance of payments crisis occurred in 1988-89; see International 
Monetary Fund (1998) for more details. 
To address the rapidly-growing imbalances, Jordan adopted an adjustment program with the 
IMF in 1989, which resulted in some progress in the reduction of macroeconomic imbalances 
and the introduction of structural reforms. These adjustment and reform efforts were 
interrupted (temporarily) by the Gulf War and the return of Jordanian workers expelled from 
Kuwait in 1991--92, leading to a sharp decline in foreign aid, and remittances. Post crisis, the 
economic performance has been marked by successful disinflation and fluctuations in real 
GDP over a wide range (Figures 5a and 5f). GDP rebounded strongly in 1992 on account of 
an investment boom funded by the savings that " returnees" brought back to Jordan. 
However, the spike was short-lived and GDP growth has remained more stable since the mid-
1990s. 
After the crisis of 1989, the first priority of macroeconomic policies was to restore stability 
and confidence in the Jordanian dinar (which was devalued by almost 50 percent against the 
U.S. dollar; see Figure 5d). Confidence in the dinar was restored only after a number of years 
and following a series of exchange rate arrangements. The initial stabilization, based on a peg 
of the Jordanian dinar to a basket of currencies comprising the Special Drawing Rights 
(SDR), was effective in moderating inflation. Between May 1989 and October 1995, the peg 
was adjusted frequently with a view to ensuring competitiveness, while the Jordanian dinar 
was fully stabilized after the switch of the peg to the U.S. dollar alone in November 1995. 
The peg provided a transparent framework for monetary policy that brought about the gradual 
strengthening of international reserves and the co-movement of domestic and foreign 
inflation rates (as shown in Figure 5f). Inflation declined to advanced country levels and price 
stability was fully achieved by 1999. Given the exchange rate peg adopted by the Central 
Bank of Jordan (CBJ) as the monetary policy framework, the differential between the foreign 
interest rate and CBJ rediscount (policy) rate can be viewed as a good proxy for the stance of 
monetary policy. 

Jordan's economy today is very different from that of the early 1990s. Prudent 
macroeconomic policies and effective structural reforms, namely: (i) liberalizing foreign 
trade, capital account, and domestic prices; (ii) reducing public debt; and (iii) privatizing 
state-owned enterprises, have transformed Jordan into one of the most open and dynamic 
export-led economies in the region. However, the country's close regional economic ties 
through external income shall make it susceptible to shocks related to economic and political 
developments in the Persian Gulf and the wider Middle East, including oil price shocks. 

4. A VARX* Error Correction Model for Jordan 
We begin our analysis by showing how the two long-run relations given by equations (1) and 
(3) can be embodied in a vector error correction model. We first note that the two long-run 
relations can be written compactly as deviations from equilibrium: 
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tt
'

t γczβξ =          (7) 
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β       (8) 

The long-run theory for oil exporting countries, as derived in Section 2.1 in   Esfahani 
(2009wp), requires two further restrictions on the output equation (1) for Jordan, namely 

 == 32  and   1=1 , where we are interested in seeing whether in fact the 
coefficients on the real exchange rate and nominal oil prices are the same and equal to the 
share of capital in output ( ), and whether technological progress in Jordan is on par with 
that of the rest of the world; in other words, whether 1= , and as a result the coefficient on 
foreign real output is equal to  1 . 

The VARX* ),( ss  model that embodies tξ  is constructed from a suitably restricted version 
of the VAR in tz . In the present application, ''

t
'
tt ),(= xxz  is partitioned into a 14  vector of 

endogenous variables,  ,,,,=  ttttttt rrpey x  and a 13  vector of the weakly exogenous 

variables,  'oil
tttt py ,,=  x . Also as shown in Section 5.1, the hypothesis that all the seven 

variables are (1)I  cannot be rejected. Moreover, it is easily established that the three 
exogenous variables are not cointegrated. Under these conditions, following   Pesaranetal. 
(2000), the VAR in tz  can be decomposed into the conditional model for the endogenous 
variables: 

,= 10
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     (9) 

and the marginal model for the exogenous variables: 

,= 0
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   ubzΓx         (10) 

If the model includes an unrestricted linear trend, in general there will be quadratic trends in 
the level of the variables when the model contains unit roots. To avoid this, the trend 
coefficients are restricted such that δ,Πa x=1  where δ  is an 17  vector of free coefficients; 
see   Pesaranetal. (2000) and Section 6.3 inGarratt (2006). The nature of the restrictions on 1a  
depends on the rank of xΠ . In the case where xΠ  is full rank, 1a  is unrestricted, whilst it is 
restricted to be equal to 0  when the rank of xΠ  is zero. Under the restricted trend 
coefficients, the conditional model can be written as: 
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where δΠaa x00 =~ . We refer to this specification as the vector error correction model with 
weakly exogenous (1)I  variables, or VECX* ),( ss  for short. Note that 0

~a remains 
unrestricted since 0a is not restricted. While for consistent and efficient estimation (and 
inference), we only require the conditional model as specified in equation (9), for impulse 
response analysis and forecasting, we need the full system vector error correction model 
which also includes the marginal model; as such, we need to specify the process driving the 
weakly exogenous variables,  tx . 

Long-run theory imposes a number of restrictions on xΠ  and δ . First, for the conditional 
model to embody the equilibrium errors defined by equation (7), we must have '

xx βαΠ = , 
which in turn implies that 2=)( xrank Π . Furthermore, the restrictions on the trend 
coefficients are given by  

.= γδβα=δΠ x
'

x  

Since under cointegration 0α x , it then follows that a trend will be absent from the long-run 
relations if one of the two elements of δβ'  is equal to zero. These restrictions are known as 
co-trending restrictions, meaning that the linear trends in the various variables of the long-run 
relations get cancelled out. This hypothesis is important in the analysis of output convergence 
between domestic and the foreign variables, since without such a co-trending restriction the 
two output series will diverge even if they are shown to be co-integrated. 
The theory also imposes a number of long-run over-identifying restrictions on the elements of 
β . The total number of over-identifying restrictions is given by 10=414 , and there are 3  
structural parameters to be estimated, ,,  and 1 . This leaves us with 7  over-identifying 
restrictions to test. 

5. Long-Run Estimates and Tests 
5.1  Unit Root Test Results 
Before estimating equation (11), and to make sure that we make sensible interpretations of 
the long-run relations, we need to consider the unit root properties of the core variables in our 
model  oil

ttttttttt pyrrpey ,,,,,,   . Table 2 reports the results of the standard Augmented 
Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test as well as the generalized least squares version of the Dickey-Fuller 
test (ADF-GLS) proposed by Elliott et al. (1996), and the weighted symmetric ADF test 
(ADF-WS) of Park and Fuller (1995). We report the latter tests as they both have been shown 
to have better power properties than the ADF test. 

It is clear from Figures 5a to 5f that all core variables are trending, and therefore we will 
include a trend and an intercept in the ADF regressions for all the variables, while we will 
only include an intercept in the ADF regressions applied to their first and second differences. 
As can be seen from Table 2, all three tests clearly reject the unit root hypothesis when 
applied to the first differences of all seven variables, while this is not the case for the unit root 
test applied to the levels. Thus, we can safely regard ty , t , tt pe  ,  tt rr , 

ty , 
t , and oil

tp  
as being  1I . 

5.2  Order Selection and Deterministic Components 
To test the long-run theory restrictions described in Section 2, we use the VECX* ),( ss  
model defined by equation (11). We include both a constant and a linear trend as 
deterministic variables in our model. However, as a trend may or may not be found in the 
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long-run relations, we also test for co-trending restrictions given by 0=δβ' . However, before 
estimating equation (11), we need to determine the lag orders s  and s  in the VARX* ),( ss  
model. To do this, we use the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the Schwarz Bayesian 
Criterion (SBC) applied to the underlying unrestricted VARX* model. Since we use quarterly 
data, the maximum lag length considered is 4. The results are summarized in Table 3, from 
which it is clear that both AIC and SBC select the lag orders 2=ˆ=ˆ ss . Thus, we base our 
analysis on the VARX*(2,2). We also experimented with a VARX*(2,1) model and found the 
long-run estimates to be fairly similar to those of the VARX*(2,2). These results are not 
reported here but are available upon request. 
5.3  Estimation and Testing of the Long-Run Relations 
Having chosen the order of the VARX* to be (2,2) we proceed to determine the number of 
cointegrating relations given by )(= xrankr Π , where xΠ  is defined by equation (11). Table 3 
reports the cointegration tests results with the null hypothesis of no cointegration  0=r , one 
cointegrating relation  1=r , and so on. These tests are carried out using Johansen's 
maximum eigenvalue and trace statistics as developed in Pesaranetal. (2000) for models with 
weakly exogenous regressors. While the maximal eigenvalue statistic suggests the presence 
of one cointegrating relation, the trace statistic indicates the presence of two cointegrating 
relations at the 5 per cent level, which is the same as that suggested by economic theory, thus 
we set 2.=r  

Given that 2=r , and to exactly identify the long-run relations, we need to impose 2  
restrictions on each of the 2  cointegration relations. To this end, we let the first long-run 
relation be the output gap, given by equation (1) and normalised on ty ; and the second 
relation be the one between domestic and foreign inflations, defined by equation (3) and 
normalised on t . That is:  

,
01

01
=

2625242321

1716151312













'
EXβ      (12) 

where the rows of 
'
EXβ correspond to  'oil

tttttttttt pyrrpey ,,,,,,=  z . Using this 
exactly identified specification, we test the co-trending restrictions, 0(=γ=δβ =), '

y
'

 . 
The log-likelihood ratio (LR) statistic for jointly testing the two co-trending restrictions is 
asymptotically distributed as a chi-squared variate with two degrees of freedom and takes the 
value 7.91. Therefore, based on the asymptotic distribution, the co-trending restrictions are 
rejected at the 5 percent but not the 1 percent level. However, given that the LR tests could 
over-reject in small samples such as ours (see, for example, Gredenhoff and Jacobson (2001) 
as well as Gonzalo (1994), Haug (1996) and  Abadir et al. (1999), we compute bootstrapped 
critical values based on 1,000 replications of the LR statistic. The bootstrapped critical values 
for the joint test of the two co-trending restrictions is 9.91 and 15.26 at the 5 and 1 percent 
levels respectively, as compared to the LR statistic of 7.91. Therefore, based on the 
bootstrapped critical values, the co-trending restrictions cannot be rejected at conventional 
levels of significance. 

5.3.1  Testing Long-Run Theory Restrictions 
To investigate the theory restrictions on the output equation, we impose the co-trending 
restrictions and maintain the exactly identified specification on the second long-run relation, 
while setting  

.==and0,=0,= 17131612   
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That is, we impose the coefficients of the real exchange rate and oil prices to be the same, but 
allow for the coefficient on foreign output, 16 , to be freely estimated. Imposing these 
additional restrictions on the first cointegrating relation yields: 

,0.2050=ˆ=ˆ=ˆ,0.9846=ˆ
(0.0616)32(0.0698)1   

where the figures in brackets are asymptotic standard errors. The LR statistic for testing the 
additional three restrictions is 26.50 which is to be compared to the bootstrapped critical 
values of 21.45 at the 5 percent level and 29.06 at the 1 percent level. Therefore, these 
restrictions are rejected at the 5 percent significance level, but not at the 1 percent level. The 
test outcome is inconclusive, but we continue imposing the above restrictions whilst 
considering the other theory restrictions, and return to them to see if they continue to be 
supported by the data once the other restrictions are imposed. 
The implicit estimate of   given by 1.24=0.2050)0.9846/(1  is significantly larger than 
unity suggesting that foreign technology is diffused and adapted very successfully by the 
domestic economy in the long run. As a result, technological growth in Jordan is faster than 
in the rest of the world, which pushes Jordanian output growth above its trading partners. 
This can also be seen in Figure 5a, in which domestic output grows faster than foreign output 
during most periods, and especially since the 2002 oil price boom which resulted in larger 
external income flows to Jordan. Therefore, we do not impose that 1=  and allow 161 =   
to be freely estimated. 

Turning to the second long-run equation, the theoretical restrictions in terms of the elements 
of β  in equation (12) require four further restrictions, namely: 

0.=and0,=0,=0,= 25242321   

Imposing these additional restrictions on β  yields: 

   
,0.7558=ˆ,0.2519=ˆ,0.9902=ˆ

(0.2774)10.07170.07271   

The coefficient on foreign inflation is close to unity and the null hypothesis that it is equal to 
1 cannot be rejected. Imposing 1=1̂  and re-estimating subject to the 8 over-identifying 
restrictions (and the two co-trending ones) described above, we obtain: 

   
1.=,0.2477=ˆ,1.0074=ˆ 10..07700.07531   

As before, the implicit estimate of   1.34=0.247711.0074/=   is significantly larger than 
1 , thus supporting the hypothesis that Jordanian output growth is faster than its foreign 
counterpart due to higher technological growth in Jordan. Given that the coefficient on 
foreign output is not significantly different from unity, the above relation suggests that the 
deviation of Jordanian real output from foreign output in the long run can be solely attributed 
to the price of oil. That is, an oil price boom, by increasing external income, helps capital 
accumulation and thus raises output. This result also suggests that if oil prices played no role 
in the Jordanian economy, domestic and foreign growth rates would move on a one-to-one 
basis, tytt yy ,=  , and as a result Jordanian growth would be on par with the rest of the 
world. 
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The estimated share of capital in output, =̂ 0.2477 , although being lower than 0.38 and 0.5 
as reported for Jordan between 1975--1994 in International Monetary Fund (1998),5 does lie 
in the range as estimated for a panel of 29 countries in Pedroni (2007). The LR statistic for 
testing the eight over-identifying restrictions on the long-run relations is 31.77 as compared 
to the bootstrapped critical values of 32.13 and 40.65 at the 5 and 1 percent significance 
levels, respectively. Thus, these restrictions cannot be rejected at the conventional levels of 
significance, and once the effects of oil prices are taken into account, the estimates support 
output growth convergence between Jordan and the rest of the world.6 

5.3.2  Using External Income as Opposed to Oil Prices 
As described in Section 2.1, from a long-run perspective, given the cointegration results 

between tx  and 
oil
tp , only one of the two variables needs to be included in the model. 

However, to check the robustness of our results, we re-estimate the model with external 
income, ,tx  rather than the price of oil. ''

t
'
tt ),(= xxz  in equation (11) is now partitioned into a 

5x1 vector of endogenous variables,  ,,,,,= tttttttt xrrpey x  and a 12  vector of the 

weakly exogenous variables,  'ttt y  ,=x . 
Table 4 reports the cointegration rank test statistics for the VARX* (2,2) model. The trace 
statistic suggest the presence of two long-run relations at the 5 percent level, while the 
maximal eigenvalue statistic indicates two cointegrating relationships at the 10 percent level, 
thus we set 2=r . 
As before, we take the first cointegrating relation to be the output equation and the second 
one the relationship between domestic and foreign inflations. Thus, the two exactly identified 
cointegrating vectors are now given by:  

,
01

01
=

2725242321

1716151312












'

EXβ      (13) 

where the rows of 
'
EXβ correspond to  'tttttttttt yxrrpey   ,,,,,,=z . Note that the 

variables have different orders in tz  due to the exclusion of oil
tp  and the inclusion of tx . We 

impose the two co-trending restrictions as well as the seven over-identifying restrictions as 
before: 

,0=γ=δβ'  

,==and0,=0,= 15131712   

0.=and0,=0,=0,= 25242321   

and re-estimate equation (11) to obtain: 

   
.0.9325=ˆ,0.3744=ˆ,0.7122=ˆ

(0.2494)10.06400.06921   

                                                        
5As   IMFJS (1998) did not have data for gross fixed capital formation, the implicit GDP deflator was used to derive a proxy 
for this. This might explain the large estimates for  . 
6We also included a dummy as a deterministic variable in our model to capture the Jordanian balance of payments crisis 
during late-1988 and early-1989, as well as the 1990/1991 regional crisis due to the Persian Gulf War. However, once the 
effects of external income (through changes in oil prices) are taken into account, the estimates of the model with the dummy 
variable suggest only a modest average decline in real output due to balance of payments crisis and the war. These results are 
not reported but are available upon request. Therefore we will concentrate on the model without the dummy variable. 
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The LR statistics for testing these restrictions is 22.65 as compared with the bootstrapped 
critical values of 23.89 at the 10 percent significance level and 26.16 at the 5 percent level. 
Thus, these restrictions cannot be rejected even at the 10 percent level. Notice that the 
coefficient of foreign inflation in the second cointegrating vector is close to unity and so is 
the implicit estimate of   1.14=0.374410.7122/=  . Imposing 1=1  and 

1=1=1415   , yields: 

 
1.=1,=,0.3756=ˆ 10.0735


 

There are now nine over-identifying restrictions on the long-run relations, and the LR statistic 
for testing these restrictions is 25.94 as compared to the bootstrapped critical values of 27.17 
and 30.12 at the 10 and 5 percent significance levels, respectively. Clearly, the restrictions are 
not rejected even at the 10 percent significance level. 

The impact of external income on GDP ( 0.3756=
^
 ) is larger than the estimate obtained for 

the model with oil
tp  ( 0.2477)=

^
 . This is expected as oil

tp  measures the net effect of an 
increase in oil prices on income: the positive effect is due to larger inflows of external income 
which in turn increases GDP as measured above, while the negative effect is due to the 
increase in the cost of importing oil. Clearly, given the results in Section 5.3.1, the positive 
impact dominates the negative effect. 

6. Short-Run Dynamics 
We use the estimated model with the price of oil to examine the dynamic responses of the 
Jordanian economy to various types of shocks. We are primary interested in the effects of an 
oil price shock, and so make use of the Generalized Impulse Response Functions (GIRFs), 
developed in Koop et al. (1996) and Pesaran and Shin 1998. We also compare the effects of 
an oil price shock for Jordan with those of large oil exporters such as Iran and Saudi Arabia, 
as our theory suggests that the role of oil in the long run should be similar. Furthermore, we 
look at the effects of the shocks to foreign output and inflation. Note that the GIRFs are 
invariant to the ordering of the variables in the VARX* model, while the orthogonalized 
impulse responses popularized in macroeconomics by Sims (1980) are not. 
We also investigate the error-correcting property of the model and the estimates of the 
reduced form error correction equations. But first, we consider the effects of a system wide 
shock on the two cointegrating relations using persistence profiles (PPs), as developed in Lee 
and Pesaran (1993) and Pesaran and Shin (1996). While on impact the PPs are normalized to 
take the value of unity, they must eventually tend to zero if the long-run relationship under 
consideration is cointegrating. The rate at which they tend to zero then provides information 
on the speed with which equilibrium correction takes place in response to system wide 
shocks. 
6.1 Persistence Profiles 
To investigate the speed of convergence to equilibrium for the cointegrating relations in the 
Jordanian model, we turn to Figure 6, which depicts the effects of a system-wide shock to the 
two cointegrating relations with 95 percent bootstrapped confidence bounds. As can be seen, 
the speed of convergence to equilibrium for the inflation equation is very fast; the half life of 
the shock is less than a quarter while the life of the shock is around 14 quarters. This can be 
attributed to the relative openness of the economy and the high pass-through of international 
prices to domestic markets. 

For the output equation, on the other hand, the speed of convergence is slower. The half life 
of the shock is 7 quarters with the life of the shock being around 20 quarters. This is in line 
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with what is reported for Saudi Arabia, Switzerland and the United Kingdom, but the speed is 
slower than that in the Iranian model; see Assenmacher-Wesche and Pesaran (2009), 
Esfahani et al. (2009), and Garratt et al. (2006). Note also that the persistence profile initially 
exceeds unity, i.e. over-shoots, but tends to zero in the long run, verifying that the long-run 
output equation, defined in equation (1), is indeed cointegrating. 

6.2  Generalized Impulse Responses (GIRFs) 
We compute the GIRFs for shocks to the exogenous variables in our model: ,ty ,t  and oil

tp . 
Although GIRFs can also be computed for the four endogenous variables, their interpretation 
are less straightforward and so these are not discussed here. Figure 7 shows the GIRFs of a 
unit shock, equal to one standard error,7 to the price of oil. As can be seen, a positive oil price 
shock increases domestic output, ty , strengthens the real exchange rate, tt pe  , and 
increases domestic inflation, t , but has no statistically significant effect on the interest rate 
spread,  tt rr . As expected, the effects of the shock tends to be permanent, due to the 
presence of unit roots in the underlying variables (see Table 2). Quantitatively, the oil price 
shock increases domestic output by 4 percent and pushes inflation up by 0.5 percent per 
annum. It also leads to an exchange rate appreciation of around 4 percent. This seems to 
support the view that remittance inflows can generate Dutch disease in labor-exporting 
countries such as Jordan; see Fayad (2011) for more details. However, while our results show 
that following a positive oil shock, the exchange rate appreciates, the level of output also 
increases which does not fit well with the view that Dutch disease is a "curse" on economic 
activity. 

Interestingly, the effects of the oil price shock for Jordan are very similar to those reported 
for Iran and Saudi Arabia in Esfahani et al. (2009). Although Iran and Saudi Arabia are major 
oil exporters while Jordan is an oil importer, we expect the price of oil to play a significant 
positive role in all of these economies -- see the theory derived output equation (1) which 
holds for the three countries. While the channel of impact on these economies is through 
capital accumulation, the positive impact of oil price booms on the Iranian and Saudi Arabian 
economies are due to an increase in oil export revenues, while for the Jordanian economy it is 
due to higher inflows of external income. 

Figures 8 and 9 show the GIRFs of a unit shock to foreign output and inflation. While the 
foreign output shock significantly increases domestic output by around 1.6 percent in the long 
run, its effect on the remaining variables is statistically insignificant. On the other hand, 
following a positive shock to foreign inflation, domestic inflation increases by 1.4 percent per 
annum while the interest rate spread decreases by 0.4 percent per annum. Therefore, while 
foreign output and inflation shocks have some effect on the endogenous variables in our 
model, their effects are relatively muted as compared to the oil price shock. Nevertheless, this 
illustrates the importance of including foreign variables in any macro model for Jordan. 

6.3 Error-Correction Equations 
The error-correcting property of the model can also be seen in the size and significance of the 
coefficients of the error correcting terms, '

tytt ),(= ,, ξ , defined by equation (7). The 
estimates of the reduced form error correction equations are given in Table 6, from which we 
can see that yt 1,

ˆ
  is statistically significant in the output, inflation, and the real exchange rate 

equations, but not the interest rate spread equation. On the other hand,  1,
ˆ
t  is significant in 

                                                        
7A one standard error shock to the price of oil, foreign output and inflation is equivalent to 15, 0.6, and 0.4 
percent respectively. 
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both the inflation and interest rate spread equations but not in the remaining two equations. 
Thus, the long-run relations make an important contribution in most of the core equations. 
Turning to the actual and fitted values for each of the four core equations in Figure 10, and 
their associated residuals, we observe that the fitted values seem to track the main movements 
of the dependent variables reasonably well. This is the case even though there are some large 
outliers, especially for the interest rate spread equation,   rrd , in the late 1980s and the 
beginning of the 1990s and for the real exchange rate,  ped  , and inflation,  dpd , 
equations in the beginning of the sample as well as mid 1990s. The presence of large outliers 
are reflected in the massive rejection of the normality of the errors in the case of interest rate 
spread equation (see Table 6). Finally, we observe that the explanatory power of all the 
equations seem reasonable, with 2R  lying in the range  30.260,0.52 , further illustrating that 
the core model fits the historical data well in the sense of capturing the movements of the 
main macroeconomic variables in Jordan over the period 1979 to 2009. 

7. Concluding Remarks 
We provided a cointegrating VARX* analysis of the Jordanian economy in a global context. 
The specified model combines the implications of economic theory for identification of the 
long-run relationships and a data-driven approach to modeling the short-run dynamics. We 
identified two cointegrating relations amongst the variables considered: (i) a relationship 
between domestic and foreign inflations; and (ii) an augmented output equation, which is a 
systematic long-term interaction between real external income (or price of oil), domestic 
output and foreign GDP. The likelihood ratio tests did not reject the over-identifying 
restrictions suggested by economic theory. This provides evidence that the price of oil, 
through its impact on external income and in turn on capital accumulation, is one of the main 
long-run drivers of real output in Jordan. Moreover, the well-behaved persistence profiles of 
the long-run relations supported the validity of these restrictions. Using generalized impulse 
response functions (GIRFs), we also analyzed the short-term implications of external shocks 
on the core macroeconomic variables of Jordan, and in doing so, illustrated the importance of 
oil price shocks in particular, but also foreign output and inflation shocks, to the Jordanian 
economy. 
Jordan's economy is subject to frequent and large external income shocks and the tradables 
sector is relatively small. Given that any sudden stops or reversal of capital/current inflows 
could expose Jordan to significant risks, macroeconomic and structural policies should be 
conducted in a way that the vulnerability of the Jordanian economy to these disturbances is 
reduced. To this end, an outward-oriented growth strategy based on a more balanced 
contribution of the tradables and nontradables sectors could prove helpful for two reasons. 
First, it would allow the Jordanian export sector to diversify and it would provide for external 
stimuli through exports rather than through net current/capital transfers from the region. 
Second, increased trade in goods and services would also allow for the transfer of technology 
and knowledge to Jordan, thereby raising productivity. Nevertheless, the expected 
acceleration in the development of the tradables sector could be slow to materialize. As the 
regional economic and political environment remains subject to uncertainties and as intra-
regional trade continues to be hampered by high trade barriers, higher tradables sector growth 
in the future is likely to require the search for new markets outside the region. 
The research in this paper can be extended in several directions. Firstly, by linking the 
Jordanian VARX* model to the global VAR (GVAR) model recently developed in   
Dees2007, we could investigate the different regional shocks, as well as differential effects of 
supply and demand shocks, on the Jordanian economy. Secondly, it would also be of interest 
to investigate the extent to which the long-run effects of oil prices and external income on 
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real output outlined in this paper can be found in the case of other labour exporting countries 
that receive large inflow of remittances from major oil economies, such as Bangladesh and 
the Dominican Republic. 
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Figure 1:  External Income and Remittances to GDP Ratios 

 
Source: Authors' construction based on data from International Monetary Fund (2010a). 
 

 

Figure 2:  External Income and Price of Oil, in Log Level 

 
Sources: Authors' construction based on data from International Monetary Fund (2010a) and International Monetary Fund (2010e) 
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Figure 3:  Oil Export Revenues to Income Ratios for Major Oil Exporters 

 
Source: Authors' construction based on data from  British Petroleum (2010), OPEC (2009), and  International Monetary Fund (2010e) 

 

Figure 4:  External Income to GDP Ratios 

 
Sources: Authors' construction based on data from International Monetary Fund (2010a) and International Monetary Fund (2010e) 
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Figure 5:  Macroeconomic Variables for Jordan, in Log Level 

 
Notes: The second variable in each of the figures (a) to (f) should be read using the right-hand scale. Authors' construction based on data 
from International Monetary Fund (2010a), International Monetary Fund (2010b), International Monetary Fund (2010d) and International 
Monetary Fund (2010e) 
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Figure 6: The Persistence Profiles of the Effect of a System-wide Shock to the 
Cointegrating Relations (with 95 Percent Bootstrapped Confidence Bounds) 

 
 

 

Figure 7: Generalized Impulse Responses of a Positive Unit Shock to the Price of Oil 
(with 95 Percent Bootstrapped Confidence Bounds) 
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Figure 8: Generalized Impulse Responses of a Positive Unit Shock to Foreign Output 
(with 95 Percent Bootstrapped Confidence Bounds) 

 
 

Figure 9: Generalized Impulse Responses of a Positive Unit Shock to Foreign Inflation 
(with 95 Percent Bootstrapped Confidence Bounds) 
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Figure 10: Actual, Fitted, and Residuals for the Core Equations 
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Table 1: Cointegration Rank Test Statistics for the VAR(2) Model with External 
Income and Price of Oil 

0H  
1H   Test statistic   95% Critical Values   90% Critical Values  

(a) Maximal eigen value statistic 
0=r  1=r   20.27   19.22   17.18  
1r  2=r   5.89   12.39   10.55  

(b) Trace statistic 
0=r  1=r   26.16   25.77   23.08  
1r  2=r   5.89   12.39   10.55  

Notes: The test statistics refer to Johansen's log-likelihood-based maximum eigenvalue and trace statistics and are computed using 121 
observations from 1979Q4 to 2009Q4.    
 
 

 

Table 2: Unit Root Test Statistics (based on AIC Order Selection) 
(a) Unit root test statistics for the levels  

 
ty  

tp  
tt pe    tt rr  

ty  
tp  oil

tp  CV CV T 

ADF   -0.63   -1.93   -2.01   -3.32   -2.47   -0.80   -1.53   -2.89   -3.45  
ADF-GLS   -0.95   -1.60   -2.33   -2.21   -1.10   -1.05   -1.15   -2.14   -3.03  
DF-WS   -1.13   -1.80   -2.34   -2.81   -1.24   -0.98   -1.28   -2.55   -3.24  

(b) Unit root test statistics for the first differences  
 

ty  tp   tt pe     tt rr   ty   tp  oil
tp  CV CV T 

ADF   -4.91   -2.77   -4.07   -6.51   -4.82   -2.24   -6.25   -2.89   -3.45  
ADF-GLS   -4.22   -2.77   -1.05   -5.48   -2.75   -1.10   -3.26   -2.14   -3.03  
ADF-WS   -4.91   -2.56   -3.36   -6.70   -5.01   -1.90   -6.49   -2.55   -3.24  

(c) Unit root test statistics for the second differences  
 

ty2  tp2   tt pe 2    tt rr2   ty2   tp2  oil
tp2  CV CV T 

ADF   -10.51   -8.50   -11.10   -9.94   -9.35   -10.54   -8.58   -2.89   -3.45  
ADF-GLS   -10.56   -8.50   -9.96   -9.99   -3.69   -9.36   -7.52   -2.14   -3.03  
ADF-WS   -10.84   -8.74   -9.92   -10.25   -9.66   -10.87   -8.86   -2.55   -3.24  

Notes: ADF denotes the Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test, ADF-GLS the generalized least squares version of the ADF test, and ADF-WS the 
weighted least squares ADF test. The sample period runs from 1979Q2 to 2009Q4. CV T gives the 95 percent simulated critical values for 
the test with intercept and trend, while CV is the 95 percent simulated critical value for the test including an intercept only. 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3: Lag Order Selection Criteria 
 Lag length   AIC   SBC  

1== ss   1398.0   1348.0  

2== ss   1440.7   1368.5  

3== ss   1435.6   1341.1  

4== ss   1438.6   1321.9  

Notes: AIC refers to the Akaike Information Criterion and SBC refers to the Schwarz Bayesian Criterion.   
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Table 4: Cointegration Rank Test Statistics for the VARX*(2,2) Model 

0H  
1H   Test Statistic   95% Critical Values   90% Critical Values  

(a) Maximal eigenvalue statistic 
0=r  1=r   54.53   46.00   42.47  
1r  2=r   35.60   39.37   35.85  
2r  3=r   23.55   30.98   28.42  
3r  4=r   12.89   22.75   20.02  

(b) Trace statistic 
0=r  1=r   126.58   102.19   95.28  
1r  2=r   72.04   71.10   66.53  

2r  3=r   36.44   43.90   40.74  

3r  4=r   12.89   22.75   20.02  
Notes: The underlying VARX* model is of order (2,2) and contains unrestricted intercept and restricted trend coefficients. The endogenous 
variables are 

ty  , 
t  ,  ,tt pe    and   tt rr  , whereas 

ty  , 
t   and oil

tp   are treated as weakly exogenous, non-cointegrated (1)I   

variables. The test statistics refer to Johansen's log-likelihood-based maximum eigenvalue and trace statistics and are computed using 121 
observations from 1979Q4 to 2009Q4. 
 
 
 
 

Table  5: Cointegration Rank Test Statistics for the VARX*(2,2) Model 

0H  
1H   Test Statistic   95% Critical Values   90% Critical Values  

(a) Maximal eigenvalue statistic 
0=r  1=r   59.06   49.82   45.98  
1r  2=r   39.58   42.34   39.08  

2r  3=r   26.85   34.07   31.72  

3r  4=r   17.05   27.67   24.89  

(b) Trace statistic 
0=r  1=r   154.06   123.02   118.54  
1r  2=r   95.00   89.59   84.63  

2r  3=r   55.42   60.44   57.08  

3r  4=r   28.57   38.52   35.33  
Notes: The underlying VARX* model is of order (2,2) and contains unrestricted intercept and restricted trend coefficients. The endogenous 

variables are ty  , t  ,  ,tt pe    tt rr ,  and tx   whereas 

ty   and 


t   are treated as weakly exogenous, non-cointegrated (1)I   

variables. The test statistics refer to Johansen's log-likelihood-based maximum eigenvalue and trace statistics and are computed using 121 
observations from 1979Q4 to 2009Q4. 
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Table 6: Reduced-form Error Correction Equations of the VECX* 
Equation   ty  

t   tt pe     tt rr  

1 ty   0.372


 -0.020 -0.136 -0.020 
  (0.087) (0.072) (0.086) (0.014) 

1 t    -0.055   -0.046   0.146   0.003  

  (0.105) (0.086) (0.103) (0.017) 
 11   tt pe   

-0.120 0.384


 0.325


 -0.034


 
  (0.096) (0.079) (0.095) (0.016) 
 

  11 tt rr   
0.306 0.203 -1.053


 -0.330


 

  (0.618) (0.506) (0.606) (0.101) 
 ty    0.092   0.233   -0.152   0.004  

  (0.297) (0.243) (0.291) (0.048) 
 t   

0.804


 0.270 -0.073 -0.380


 
  (0.443) (0.362) (0.434) (0.072) 

oil
tp   

0.002 0.022


 -0.023


 0.0003 
  (0.014) (0.011) (0.013) (0.002) 


 1ty   

-0.355 0.091 0.446 0.008 
  (0.291) (0.238) (0.286) (0.048) 


 1t   

-0.065 0.475 -0.678 -0.017 
  (0.477) (0.391) (0.468) 0.078 

oil
tp 1   

-0.005 0.016 -0.027


 -0.0008 
  (0.014) (0.012) (0.014) (0.002) 

1,
ˆ

ty   
0.067


 0.027


 -0.041


 0.0005 

  (0.020) (0.016) (0.019) (0.003) 

1,
ˆ

t   
0.072 0.626


 -0.149 0.040


 

  (0.136) (0.112) (0.134) (0.022) 
Intercept  

0.038


 0.010 -0.022


 0.0002 
  (0.010) (0.008) (0.009) (0.002) 

2R   0.260 0.523 0.270 0.265 
2R - )( pAR   

    
Serial Correlation (4)2  

31.31


 7.28 5.90 5.36 
Functional Form (1)2  1.92 3.48 0.11 19.55


 

Normality (2)2  0.10 48.05


 89.64


 951.17


 
Heteroscedasticity (1)2  

5.73


 18.77


 3.75 49.21


 
Notes: * denotes significance at the 5 percent level and ** denotes significance at the 10 percent level. Critical values are 3.84 for (1)2  , 

5.99 for (2)2   and 9.49 for (4)2  . 2R   is the adjusted squared multiple correlation coefficient, and 2R  -AR(p) refers to the 2R   of a 
univariate autoregressive equation. The sample period is 1979Q4 to 2009Q4. The two error correction terms are given by: 

  ,0.24771.00740.2477=
(0.0770)(0.0753)(0.0770),

oil
tttttty pypey    

.=,
 ttt   

 
 


